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Our electric range just keeps on growing.
More capacities… more chassis sizes…
more tyre and mast configurations…and
more specialised options. Your Mitsubishi
dealer will find you the ideal truck for your
application.

Our local dealerships, with world-class
support Mitsubishi, have the 
equipment, expertise, rapid parts availability
and every other facility to keep your truck in
productive action.

Robust, durable construction, high-quality
components, built-in protection, low service
requirements and easy service access
minimise downtime, maintenance costs and
repair bills.

...wider choice...better local back-up...greater reliability
and economy

Every model is packed with advanced
features… offering high specifications and
tremendous value for money.

Our technological innovation delivers
exceptional strength and speed… coupled
with excellent levels of control and safety.

Power, flexibility, manoeuvrability, precision,
ergonomics and operator comfort combine
to maximise output… hour after hour, day
after day.

...more features ...higher power and
performance

...unbeatable productivity

At Mitsubishi Forklift Trucks we listen to you, our customers, and develop models that meet your needs…
perfectly. That’s why the current electric counterbalance range from Mitsubishi gives you…

Mitsubishi gives you more...
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4990kg 4 8 hours/multi Heavy FB50
4500kg 4 8 hours/multi Heavy FB45

4000kg 4 8 hours/multi Heavy FB40

Load weight No of wheels Shift Duty Model

Load weight No of wheels Shift Duty Model

48V 4 wheel 
FBC15-30N series
1.5 – 3.0 tonnes
FBC15/18/20/25/30N

Cushion Tyre Models

80V 4 wheel 
– extra heavy duty

FB series
4.0 – 4.9 tonnes
FB40/45/50

3500kg 4 8 hours/multi Heavy FB35K PAC

3000kg 4 8 hours/multi Heavy FB30K PAC
2500kg 4 8 hours/multi Heavy FB25K PAC

2000kg 4 8 hours/multi Heavy FB20K PAC

Load weight No of wheels Shift Duty Model80V 4 wheel 
– heavy duty

FBK PAC series 
2.0 – 3.5 tonnes
FB20/25/30/35K PAC

2000kg 4 (compact) 8 hours/multi Med/heavy FB20CN
1800kg 4 8 hours/multi Med/heavy FB18N 

1600kg 4 8 hours/multi Med/heavy FB16N 

Load weight No of wheels Shift Duty Model48V 4 wheel 
– compact

FBN series
1.6 – 2.0 tonnes
FB16/18/20C N

2000kg 3 (front wheel drive) 8 hours/multi Medium FB20NT
1800kg 3 (front wheel drive) 8 hours/multi Medium FB18NT

1600kg 3 (front wheel drive) 8 hours/multi Medium FB16NT

Load weight No of wheels Shift Duty Model
48V 3 wheel 

FBNT series
1.6 – 2.0 tonnes
FB16/18/20NT

1500kg 3 (rear wheel drive) Up to 5 hours Light FB15KRT PAC
1250kg 3 (rear wheel drive) Up to 5 hours Light FB12KRT PAC

1000kg 3 (rear wheel drive) Up to 5 hours Light FB10KRT PAC

Load weight No of wheels Shift Duty Model

Pneumatic Tyre Models

24V 3 wheel 
FBKRT PAC series
1.0 – 1.5 tonnes
FB10/12/15KRT PAC

Rapid product selector

1500kg 4 8 hours/multi Med/heavy FBC15N

1800kg 4 8 hours/multi Med/heavy FBC18N
2000kg 4 8 hours/multi Med/heavy FBC20N

2500kg 4 8 hours/multi Med/heavy FBC25N

2500kg 4 8 hours/multi Med/heavy FBC25EN

3000kg 4 8 hours/multi Med/heavy FBC30N

2500kg 4 8 hours/multi Med/heavy FBC25LN
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tilt speed 
moderate

lift speed
fast

travel speed
fast

acceleration
high

tilt speed 
moderate

lift speed
moderate

travel speed
moderate

acceleration
moderate

Mode B High PerformanceMode A Normal 

All models have five pre-set modes as shown.
The service engineer can very quickly fine-

tune these even further for a perfect match
with the application and driver.

job-matched
handling...

Every model has been designed to allow
quick and easy access, without tools, to the
drive and hydraulic systems, controller,
battery and all other areas that require
servicing or daily checks.

Whether the truck is leased or owned,
convenient access means welcome reductions
in the cost of maintenance and the amount of
downtime. With on-board diagnostics on all
trucks, there are even greater savings.

When extra power is needed, there is a clear
advantage to using AC (alternating current)
motors rather than their more ‘traditional’
DC (direct current) counterparts. The other
main AC benefits are smooth, quiet,
controlled performance, extended shift
length and lower maintenance
requirements.

These gains are mainly due to the elimination
of commutators and brushes, which means
less energy loss, better control of the motor’s
power and fewer components to replace.

For the ultimate in operational flexibility,
‘intelligent’ electronic control systems are
used to adapt trucks to meet the particular
needs of each application and driver. In
effect, they turn a single truck into a range
of different trucks which can be swapped
around as often as you like. Parameters
such as lift, tilt and travel speeds can be
programmed in seconds by a service
engineer.

A unique microprocessor – designed by
Mitsubishi – provides full, onboard service
analysis and includes a truck history folder
which stores details of intermittent faults.
Meanwhile, real-time diagnostics control and
monitor all truck functions… and guard against
misuse.

AC Power Rapid accessAdvanced electronics

In a world of very rapid technological change, Mitsubishi is continuously improving both the
specifications and the design of its products. The result is a range of advanced, feature-packed
trucks that are more productive and profitable for your business… more economical for you to run
and maintain… and more efficient and enjoyable for your drivers to operate.

your business never stands still...
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acceleration
slow

travel speed
low

lift speed
low

tilt speed 
moderate

acceleration
slow

travel speed
high

lift speed
moderate

tilt speed 
moderate

tilt speed 
moderate

lift speed
high

travel speed
moderate

acceleration
fast

Mode E Short ShuttleMode D  Long RunMode C Economy

Mitsubishi is well known for the unique
design of its clear-view masts, which
provide exceptional forward vision. Similar
attention is paid to ensuring visibility
through the roof, front, back and sides of
the overhead guard.

Even the general shape of each truck is
deliberately designed to maximise the all-round
view and keep the operator in complete control.

The designers at Mitsubishi understand that
high productivity depends on the
combination of a well-engineered truck and
a comfortable operator. That’s why every
truck is built around the operator’s needs.

Throughout the range you will find
ergonomically designed operator
compartments with easy on-off access,
comfortable seats and user-friendly controls.
Clear all-round visibility and smooth
performance allow the driver to handle the
truck and its loads precisely and safely, while
low levels of noise and vibration help to
prevent stress and fatigue.

Safety is considered throughout the
development of each truck and is built into
every part of its design. Major safeguards
incorporated into the structure include the low
centre of gravity (for high stability), the
strength of the frame and mast construction
and the all-round visibility afforded by the
mast and overhead guard design. Features
such as anti-slip mats and grab handles, hip
restraints and seat belts are fitted as standard.

Wherever they are most appropriate, additional
fail-safe mechanisms are included – such as an
autolight, a reversing alarm or controlled
rollback. The Integrated Presence System logo
displayed on the FBNT, FBKRT PAC and FBN
series indicates that their safety devices include
a parking brake alarm, a seat belt warning light
and a hydraulic and travel interlock system. (If
the driver is not seated, the interlock stops the
truck moving and prevents both lifting and
lowering of the forks.) 

Unbeatable views Supreme ergonomics Inbuilt safety

...and neither does Mitsubishi
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FBKRT PAC series
3 wheel pneumatic tyres 24V
1.0 – 1.5 tonnes
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FB10KRT PAC

1.0 t

FB15KRT PAC 

1.5 t

FB12KRT PAC 

1.2 t

Full-suspension seat
Low overhead guard

Range of tyres

Wide-tread tyres
Road lights

options 

capacities

Ultra-compact and
manoeuvrable… 
but with the qualities 
of a larger truck
With its ultra-compact design and incredible
manoeuvrability, the remarkable FBKRT PAC
series is unbeatable in confined working
areas such as narrow warehouse aisles and
containers. Equipped with a 24 volt battery
and efficient AC motors, it’s the perfect
choice if you need an economical but
productive truck for a few hours each day.

The FBKRT PAC is easy for anyone to operate,
with the minimum of instruction, and despite its
small size and price it shares many important
qualities with the larger Mitsubishi electrics.
These include powerful, smooth, quiet
performance, high stability, excellent levels of
operator comfort, ergonomics and safety… and
full programmability to meet the needs of each
driver and application.

● Powerful AC drive motor – provides high
torque – even at fast speeds – for rapid
acceleration, and smooth, quiet, controlled
operation.

● Small turning circle – truck can turn within
its own dimensions – allows operation in
very tight spaces.

● Powerful AC hydraulic motor
provides high torque for rapid but
smooth – and controlled – lifting
and lowering.

● New generation control system
adjusts acceleration, travel speed,
lift/lower speed and braking to suit
the load, application and driver – for
great versatility.

● Performance setting – including
pre-set modes – allows instant
programming without special tools.

● On-board diagnostics and fault memory
folder keep operator and service engineer
aware of any problems, speed up servicing
and help prevent damage.

● Integrated Presence System provides a
parking brake alarm, a seat belt warning light
and a hydraulic and travel interlock system for
added safety.

● Ergonomic operator compartment –
equipped with adjustable steering column,
short and easily reached hydraulic levers and
other carefully positioned controls – reduces
driver fatigue and increases precision.

● Long service interval – 500 hours – and
lower maintenance requirements of AC
motors, brakes, CAN-bus electrical system
and other components reduces downtime 
and bills.
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FBNT and FBN series
3 and 4 wheel pneumatic tyres 48V
1.6 – 2.0 tonnes
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FBNT/FBN

FBNT/FBN

FBNT/FBN

FBNT

FB16NT

1.6 t

FB20NT

2.0 t

FB18NT

1.8 t

FB16N

1.6 t

FB20CN

2.0 t

FB18N

1.8 t

An advanced controller allows instant
programming of these flexible trucks to meet the
needs of each driver and application. Meanwhile,
great energy efficiency and low maintenance
requirements – with a 500-hour service interval
– mean operating costs are minimised.

Speed, power 
and flexibility – the
perfect combination
Developed from award-winning designs,
these three and four wheel electrics add
all the advantages of AC power – and
much more – to a successful formula.
High strength and speed have been
coupled with ergonomic excellence and
compact design to create trucks that
perform productively wherever you are –
indoors or outdoors… in tight corners or
in open spaces. And thanks to AC
technology, operation is quieter, smoother
and even more controlled than ever.

capacities

Latest generation
fingertip controls with
adjustable armrest

Strobe light
Integral side shifter 

Lateral battery 
changing possibility 
(FBNT only)

Range of tyres

options 
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FBNT and FBN series
3 and 4 wheel pneumatic tyres 48V
1.6 – 2.0 tonnes
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FBN
● Full-suspension, fully adjustable seat – with

hip restraints and belt – keeps driver safe,
comfortable and alert through the longest of
shifts.

● Integrated Presence System provides a parking
brake alarm, a seat belt warning light and a
hydraulic and travel interlock system for added
safety.

● Long service interval – 500 hours – and lower
maintenance requirements of AC motors, brakes,
CAN-bus electrical system and other
components reduces downtime 
and bills.

● Rapid access features – including improved
access to electrical system and controller – give
quick and easy entry to all areas for checks and
maintenance.

● Powerful AC drive motor provides high
torque – even at fast speeds – for rapid
acceleration, great ramp performance
and smooth, quiet, controlled operation.

● Powerful AC hydraulic motor provides high
torque for rapid but smooth lifting and
lowering.

● New generation controller adjusts
acceleration, travel speed, lift/lower speed
and braking to suit the load, application and
driver – for great versatility.

● Performance setting – including pre-set
modes – allows instant programming
without special tools.

● Ergonomic operator compartment –
equipped with adjustable steering column,
optional fingertip hydraulic control unit and
other carefully positioned controls – reduces
driver fatigue and increases precision.

● Compact dimensions, efficient steering
and good stability allow excellent
manoeuvrability and high
productivity, however tight
the space or uneven the
ground.
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FB20K PAC

2.0 t

FB25K PAC

2.5 t

FB30K PAC

3.0 t

FB35K PAC

3.5 t

capacities

● On-board diagnostics and fault memory folder
keep operator and service engineer aware of any
problems, speed up servicing and help prevent
damage.

● Autolight – with adjustable sensitivity –
automatically activates in dimly lit areas for see-
and-be-seen safety.

● Ergonomic operator compartment – with easy
on-off access, full-suspension, fully adjustable
seat, tiltable steering column, clear display,
fingertip hydraulic control unit and other carefully
positioned controls – reduces driver fatigue and
increases precision.

● Long service interval – 500 hours – reduces
downtime and maintenance bills.

● Rapid access features give quick and easy
entry to all areas for checks and maintenance.

As powerful as a diesel…
without the emissions
With the application of AC technology, this
series gives exceptionally smooth, quiet,
controlled, efficient and – above all –
powerful performance. Suited to both indoor
and outdoor use, it is ideal for heavy-duty
situations in which the strength and speed
of an IC engine are needed but emissions or
noise are not acceptable. Everything about
this truck has been designed for long life
and low operating costs. What’s more, it is
protected against moisture and dust – so
even in hostile environments it won’t let you
down.

The FBK PAC shares many of the award-
winning qualities of its tried and tested
predecessors. These include comfort, visibility,
control, energy efficiency, ease of service, rapid
troubleshooting… and the ability to be
programmed, without any special tools, to the
needs of each application and driver.

● Compact dimensions – together with
responsive steering and high stability –
allow excellent manoeuvrability and high
productivity, however tight the space or
uneven the ground.

● Low centre of gravity means stable, safe
operation.

● Powerful AC drive motor provides high
torque – even at fast speeds – for rapid
acceleration, great ramp performance and
smooth, quiet, controlled operation.

● Controlled rollback – and outstanding
ramp performance – allows safe and
efficient operation on gradients.

● High energy efficiency of AC motors
– together with highly efficient energy
recycling through strong regenerative
braking – means longer shifts and less
recharging.

● Performance setting – including
pre-set modes – allows instant
programming without special tools.

Audible reversing alarm
Full-suspension cloth seat

Foot directional control

DC/DC converter
Road light kit

options 
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FB series
4 wheel pneumatic tyres 80V
4.0 – 4.9 tonnes
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FB40

4.0 t

FB45

4.5 t

FB50

4.9 t

● Automatically applied park brake and anti-
rollback system ensures operator safety on
ramps.

● Automatic speed reduction reduces risk of
overturning loaded truck while cornering.

● Performance setting – including pre-set modes
– allows instant programming without special
tools.

● Maintenance-free wet disc brakes and AC
motors reduce service costs.

● Long service interval reduces cost of ownership
and increases productivity.

For jobs that a smaller
truck just can’t handle
If you need an electric forklift with extra
strength to handle your heaviest jobs, this
range of high-capacity AC-powered trucks
is the answer.

Ideal for both indoor and outdoor use, it
combines extraordinary levels of performance
with supreme ergonomics, excellent safety and
low operating costs.

● Powerful AC motors provide high torque –
even at fast speeds – for rapid acceleration
and smooth operation.

● Advanced MOSFET controller adjusts
acceleration, speed and braking to suit a
variety of loads, applications and drivers.

● Excellent manoeuvrability
and stability plus minimal
emissions make these
trucks ideal for both indoor
and outdoor operations.

options 

capacities

Range of factory-fitted
panel cabins

Integral side shifter
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FBC15-30N series
4 wheel cushion tyres 48V
1.5 – 3.0 tonnes 
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FBC15N

1.5 t

FBC20N

2.0 t

FBC25N

2.5 t

FBC25LN

2.5 t

FBC18N

1.8 t

FBC25EN

2.5 t

FBC30N

3.0 t

options 
Strobe light

Quick-disconnect 
couplers

Seat-operated 
parking brake

Lateral battery slide

capacities

Exceptional performance 
in tight spaces…
Developed from an award-winning design, but
now powered by state-of-the-art AC motors,
these compact four wheel electrics offer the
strength and speed of a diesel... but without the
noise and emissions. Their combination of high
performance, manoeuvrability and ergonomic
design delivers exceptional productivity.

The many benefits of AC power include smooth,
quiet and controlled operation. For extra
flexibility, an advanced controller allows this
truck to be programmed, instantly, to meet the
needs of each driver and application. Operating
costs are minimised thanks to the truck’s
tremendous energy efficiency, low maintenance 
requirements and 500-hour service interval.

● Compact dimensions – together with
responsive steering and high stability –
allow excellent manoeuvrability and high
productivity, however tight the space or
uneven the ground.

● Exceptional visibility through the
revolutionary high-strength, clear-
view mast – maximises driver
safety and output.

● Powerful AC drive motor
provides high torque – even at
fast speeds – for rapid
acceleration, great ramp
performance and smooth,
quiet, controlled operation.

● Controlled rollback – and outstanding ramp
performance – allows safe and efficient
operation on gradients.

● Smooth cushion tyres minimise rolling
resistance, for lower energy consumption 
and longer shifts, while maximising stability 
at high lifts.

● Long service interval – 500 hours – and lower
maintenance requirements of AC motors, brakes,
CAN-bus electrical system and other
components reduces downtime and bills.

● Rapid access features – including improved
access to electrical system and controllers – 
give quick and easy entry to all areas for 
checks and maintenance.
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LP Gas 
Counterbalance Trucks

Electric 3 Wheel
Counterbalance Trucks

Electric 4 Wheel
Counterbalance Trucks

Whether you are looking for counterbalance trucks, warehouse
equipment or a mixture of both, the comprehensive Mitsubishi range
has everything you need.

The performance, quality and reliability of Mitsubishi counterbalance trucks
is unbeatable… and so is the choice of models and configurations.
Capacities from 1.0 to 16.0 tonnes… diesel, LP gas and electric power
sources… different chassis sizes… pneumatic, cushion and other tyres…
a range of masts… and many more specialised options. Whatever your
application, your local Mitsubishi dealer will find the truck that’s ideal for
you.

The exceptional qualities and high standards that have made Mitsubishi
counterbalance trucks the world’s favourites are found equally in our
complete range of warehouse products. Outstanding performance…
genuine value for money… innovative design… inbuilt safety… and total
reliability. Unless a product delivers all of these, it simply cannot be a
Mitsubishi forklift truck.

From pallet trucks, stackers and order pickers to reach, multi-way and
turret trucks, our advanced features and remarkable variety of models and
options ensure that your local dealer can supply you with the perfect
solution to every imaginable handling and storage situation.

Ranging from our flagship 1.5 to
3.5 tonne models, through our ever
popular 4.0 to 5.0 tonne trucks, to
‘gentle giants’ with capacities of
6.0 to 7.0 or 8.0 to 16.0 tonnes,
our diesel counterbalance
engineering blends power and
durability with operating economy,
ergonomics and environmental
friendliness.

The sophisticated engine
technology of our LPG
counterbalance trucks, together
with advanced design in every
other component and system,
delivers high efficiency and low
emissions. You can choose
capacities from 1.5 to 3.5 tonnes
or 4.0 to 5.0 tonnes with
pneumatic tyres, while cushion tyre
trucks are available at 2.0 to
3.3 tonnes and 3.5 to 7.0 tonnes.

Innovative design and advanced
electronic technology make our
electric counterbalance trucks
unbeatable for performance, user-
friendliness and sheer flexibility.
Our 1.0 to 1.5 tonne and 1.6 to
2.0 tonne 3 wheel models are
popular choices for use in the
tightest of spaces, thanks to their
exceptional manoeuvrability.

Whether you choose 3 wheels or
4 wheels, the same advanced
engineering applies. We have
4 wheel pneumatic tyre electric
counterbalance trucks at capacities
of 1.6 to 2.0 tonnes, 2.0 to
3.5 tonnes and 4.0 to 5.0 tonnes,
as well as cushion tyre models at
capacities from 1.5 to 3.0 tonnes.

A comprehensive range...

Diesel 
Counterbalance Trucks
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Powered Pallet Trucks Stackers Reach, Multi-way 
and Turret Trucks

Order Pickers

Our powered pallet truck family
ranges from versatile pedestrian
and platform models to stand-on
and sit-on machines designed for
long distances and extended shifts.
It also includes a double pallet
handler that will carry your loads
two deep.

Within our stacker family you will
find capacities up to 2.0 tonnes
and maximum lift heights up to
6.3 metres. A choice of pedestrian,
platform, stand-on and sit-on
versions is available to meet your
particular needs.

Our family of reach, multi-way and
turret trucks offers a number of
specialised handling solutions:
reach trucks lifting as high as
11.5 metres; multi-way trucks,
ideal for handling long loads in
narrow spaces, with a maximum
lift of 9.0 metres;  and turret
trucks, lifting to 9.0 metres and
able to operate in aisles as narrow
as 1700 mm.

The trucks in our order picker
family include a variety of low level
order pickers, with a choice of tiller
arm or steering wheel control, as
well high level order pickers that
can work at an amazing
11.5 metres.

...with Mitsubishi quality 
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The term ‘Integrated Presence System’ (IPS) is intended as a trading style, only to describe a number of design features on the Mitsubishi
trucks to which IPS is applied. It does not imply that the truck can be driven without appropriate operator training and without due care
and attention. The manufacturer (MCFE, Almere, the Netherlands) cannot accept any responsibility for any accidents or damage caused by
incorrect or dangerous use of its equipment.

NOTE: Performance specifications may vary depending on standard manufacturing tolerances, vehicle condition, types of tyres, floor or
surface conditions, applications or operating environment. Trucks may be shown with non-standard options. Specific performance
requirements and locally available configurations should be discussed with your distributor of Mitsubishi forklift trucks. Mitsubishi follows a
policy of continual product improvement. For this reason, some materials, options and specifications could change without notice.

* Mitsubishi Forklift Trucks has won four separate
Fork Lift Truck Association Annual Awards for

Excellence covering the areas of Ergonomics,
the Environment and Innovation.

Developed for outstanding performance
and genuine value for money, the
awardwinning* range of Mitsubishi forklift
trucks and warehouse equipment is built
to a higher specification to maximize
productivity and ensure utter reliability...
whatever the application.

It’s what you’d expect from one of the world’s
largest corporations whose companies are at
the leading edge of technologies where
performance, quality and dependability can
never be compromised.

It means that, from a single safe source, we
can meet 98% of all handling requirements,
supplied to you via a range of competitive
finance options including outright purchase,
rental or leasing.
So your local dealer can advise you on
precisely the right product for your
application... and your budget.

Moreover, because we understand how much
you depend on your Mitsubishi forklift truck,
we deliver the highest levels of customer
support.

Through a network of carefully selected
dealerships, we provide quality maintenance
and customer care programmes including a
choice of warranties that give complete
peace of mind. Every dealership holds
extensive stocks of manufacturer-approved
parts, backed by a central store that holds
literally millions of items constantly in stock
and achieves a first-pick fulfilled rate of 97%.
So your truck can be fixed first time, virtually
every time.

You can find your nearest dealer at 
www.mitforklift.com
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